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Abstract: Most existing video action recognition methods mainly rely on high-level semantic information from convolutional neural networks (CNNs) but ignore the discrepancies of different
information streams. However, it does not normally consider both long-distance aggregations and
short-range motions. Thus, to solve these problems, we propose hierarchical excitation aggregation
and disentanglement networks (Hi-EADNs), which include multiple frame excitation aggregation
(MFEA) and a feature squeeze-and-excitation hierarchical disentanglement (SEHD) module. MFEA
specifically uses long-short range motion modelling and calculates the feature-level temporal difference. The SEHD module utilizes these differences to optimize the weights of each spatiotemporal
feature and excite motion-sensitive channels. Moreover, without introducing additional parameters,
this feature information is processed with a series of squeezes and excitations, and multiple temporal
aggregations with neighbourhoods can enhance the interaction of different motion frames. Extensive
experimental results confirm our proposed Hi-EADN method effectiveness on the UCF101 and
HMDB51 benchmark datasets, where the top-5 accuracy is 93.5% and 76.96%.
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Action recognition [1] is a fundamental problem of video process tasks and has drawn
significant attention in computer vision communities, such as autonomous driving and
intelligent surveillance [2]. However, the early-stage approaches train classifiers based on
the spatial-temporal nature of images. For instance, hand-made features are input into a
support vector machine for classification [3]. In recent years, with the continuous development of deep learning technology, methods have been applied to video action recognition
tasks, namely, learning deep features via convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [4,5] and
obtaining state-of-the-art performance on HMDB51 and UCF101 action video datasets. The
performance of these deep learning methods outperforms traditional methods However,
they ignore important detailed information because these CNN-based methods [6–8] depend mainly on the discriminativeness of high-level semantic information to aggregate
these features on the fully connected layer and finally achieve classification; namely, these
features usually focus more on high-level semantic information but less on important detail
information [9]. For example, ResNet [10] and Inception [11] are used for the high-level features of final classification, and their feature maps are small in size, which cannot preserve
the local details of the action to the maximum.
To address the above problems, the middle layers of convolutional neural networks
use action recognition in video. Compared with high-level CNN features, middle layer
convolution features usually show more detailed information [12–14]. However, these
methods still leave some limit, namely, how to model the spatial-temporal structure with
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significant variations and complexities effectively and enhance the interaction power with
neighbourhoods. For these problems, most existing methods adopt two-stream action
recognition framework-based CNNs. These are processing images and optical flow by
different branch CNNs, reducing the interaction between spatial and temporal features.
Moreover, subtle motion and local discriminative information are ignored.
Thus, to address the above problems, we propose hierarchical excitation aggregation
and disentanglement networks (Hi-EADNs), which integrate motion frame modelling into
spatial-temporal information and calculate between adjacent frames to represent featurelevel motion by a multiple frame excitation aggregation (MFEA) module. Then, these
difference features are utilized to optimize weights, and the motion-sensitive information
in the spatial-temporal features of frames can be processed with a series of squeezes and
excitations. Moreover, the SEHD module can enhance the interaction of different motion
frames and is forced to discover differentiated detail information and improve the capture
ability of the informative spatial-temporal features. However, as the network deepens,
repeating the use of a large number of local operations and redundant information leads to
optimization difficulty of our proposed frameworks; thus, we squeeze-and-excitation block
hierarchical embedding to DenseNet [15]. When the spatial-temporal information goes
through the SEHD module, these features complete multiple information exchanges with
adjacent frames and further increase the interaction of neighbours and reduce the use of
redundant information, ultimately improving recognition accuracy for action in the video.
To summarize, we propose that Hi-EADN methods are complementary and cooperate;
namely, they not only maximize the retention of important detailed information but also
improve the modelling abilities of the short-long spatial-temporal range. In this paper, the
main contributions of our Hi-EADN method are as follows.
•

•

•

We propose a novel hierarchical excitation aggregation and disentanglement network
(Hi-EADN) with a multiple frame excitation aggregation (MFEA) module to better
model long-short range motion and calculate the feature-level spatial-temporal difference.
The squeeze-and-excitation hierarchical disentanglement (SEHD) module excites
motion-sensitive channels by a series of squeeze-and-excitation operations and enhances the interactivity of different motion frames. Moreover, the spatial-temporal
information with neighbourhoods is aggregated and efficiently enlarges the modelling
of short-long ranges.
The two components of Hi-EADN are complementary and cooperate to realize multiple information exchanges with adjacent frames and increase the interaction of
neighbours. We proposed methods that outperform other state-of-the-art methods on
the UCF101 and HMDB51 benchmark datasets.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 introduces the related work.
Section 2 details overviews of the proposed method. Section 3 reports and analyses the
experimental results and finally gives conclusions in Section 4.
2. Related Work
In this section, we mainly overview video-based action recognition from two perspectives: traditional handcrafted features and deep learning methods.
Traditional methods for action recognition based on video: there are many traditional
methods for making spatial-temporal features of video actions, such as histograms of
gradient (HOG) [16] and scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [17] descriptors. Additionally, a series of improved methods, such as histograms of optical flow (HOF) [18]
and improved dense trajectory (IDT) [19], are widely used in video action recognition
tasks. Traditional human-computer interaction has been unable to meet people’s needs.
Many SVM-based action recognition algorithms have been developed, such as Liu and
Zhi-Pan [20], who proposed an action recognition algorithm based on Kinect and SVM
methods. Jagadeesh and Patil et al. [21] proposed that video-based human action recognition is addressed and performed on a public baseline dataset to conduct verification.
Karpathy and Toderici et al. [22] combined local spatial-temporal feature information and
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proposed multiresolution action recognition methods and improved network speeding of
the training.
Deep learning methods for action recognition based on the video: with the tremendous
success of deep learning methods on image recognition [23], object detection [24] and
image segment [25] tasks, in recent years, a series of methods have been developed to learn
deep-layer feature information by convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for video-based
action recognition. The performance of deep learning methods outperforms traditional
handcrafted methods. For instance, Simonyan and Zisserman [26] developed two-stream
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to capture spatial-temporal deep information on
RGB frames and optical flows. Donahue et al. [27] used long-short-term memory (LSTM)
networks to model the spatial-temporal relation by aggregating 2-dimensional coevolution
features. Wang et al. [28] proposed a spatial-temporal segment network based on twostream convolution neural networks (CNNs) to fuse video-clip representation into video
representation. Feichtenhofer and Pinz et al. [29] presented a general ConvNet architecture
for video action recognition based on multiplicative interactions of spacetime features.
Yue-Hei Ng and Hausknecht et al. [30] developed recurrent neural networks (RNNs) with
LSTM to combine frame-level features into video-level representations.
Another video-based action recognition method adopts 3-dimensional convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) or their variants [31] or attention networks [32]. For example,
Kalfaoglu et al. [33] combined 3-dimensionality convolution with temporal modelling
and replaced the global average pooling (TGAP) layer with the bidirectional encoder
representations from transformers (BERT) layer. Anvarov Kim et al. [34] proposed the
aggregation of squeeze-and-excitation and attention modules with 3-dimensional convolutional neural networks to analyse both long-short-term temporal actions efficiently.
Jalal and Aftab et al. [35] proposed dual-stream spatial-temporal motion fusion with selfattention for action recognition. Purwanto and Pramono et al. [36] proposed three-stream
human action recognition frameworks based on extreme low-resolution videos. Yu and
Guo et al. [37] presented a high-level action representation method, namely, the framework
mainly backbone as a joint spatial-temporal attention model.
However, the above methods can achieve battery recognition results in video-based
action. However, they directly add the spatial-temporal feature information and motion
frame flow encoding together, which loses much important detail information and locks
the interaction between neighbourhoods and could be harmful to modelling between
long- and short-range motion frames. In contrast, our proposed method utilizes motion
features to recalibrate the spatial-temporal information to enhance the motion pattern
and realize multiple information exchanges with neighbouring motion frames. Then,
we extract optical flow information and learn the spatial-temporal feature-level motion
representations by calculating the time difference of different motion frames. Aggregate
motion frame encoding with spatial-temporal information to improve the interactivity of
different motion frames and efficiently enlarge the modelling of short-long ranges.
3. Our Proposed Method
In this section, our Hi-EADN methods aim to improve interaction with neighbouring
motion frames and reduce the use of redundant information while reducing the different
modality information (image feature and optical flow), intramodality discrepancies and
exciting motion patterns and a multiple spatial-temporal aggregation to build a long
short-range spatial-temporal relationship. To complete this goal, we elaborate the basic
knowledge for two key components, namely, MFEA and SEHD. The frameworks of our
proposed method are illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The frameworks of our proposed method for action recognition based on videos. MFEA
indicates the multiple-frame excitation aggregation module, where E1TF indicates the decoded repreof

sentation of a sequence frame and E2im and E2 indicate the encoding process of image and optical
flows. Conv1 indicates the convolution layer whose size is 1 ∗ 1. SA indicates dual self-guided attention module. SEHD indicates the module of squeeze-and-excitation hierarchical disentanglement. ς
indicates the loss function. ao f and aim indicate each optical and image flow, respectively. ce indicates
the loss function of multi-class cross-entropy. ςκτ indicates sharing information of cross-modality.
ςtrip indicates the loss of reconstruction ςtrip = ς rce .

3.1. Multiple Frames Excitation Aggregation (MFEA) Module
Most existing methods utilize motion representations for video-based action recognition [37]. Although these works have been achieving better accuracy of action recognition,
the majority of works represent motion actions in the form of optical flow and mutually
independent learning of motion representations and spatial-temporal information. Moreover, these methods typically adopt the local convolution kernel to process neighbouring
motion frames, and long-distance spatial-temporal modelling can be performed in deep
neural networks. However, the long-distance detail information is greatly weakened, and
the utility of the redundant information is repeated as the network depths. In contrast,
in our present component of multiple frame excitation aggregation (MFEA), the spatialtemporal information and corresponding local convolution layers are aggregated into a
group of subspaces, namely, the subspace is integrated into dense connectivity blocks [15]
(the component is inspired by DenseNet), which could accordingly reduce the utility of
redundant information and improve the long-range modelling ability.
Formally, the input feature can be represented as X is [ N, T, C, , H, W ], where H and W
are the spatial shapes, T and N indicate the temporal dimension and batch size, respectively,
C, indicates the fragments by splitting the feature channel dimensions, namely, C, = 14 C.
That is, the component consists of a series of local convolutions and spatial-temporal convolutions. Different from this, we divide the local convolution into multiple subconvolutions,
one of which is a fragment, as the input feature. Then, the remaining three fragments are
sequentially processed with one spatial subconvolution layer and another channelwise
temporal subconvolution layer. Finally, the residual dense connection is added between
neighbouring fragments and transforms the component into a hierarchical cascade form by
a parallel architecture. The process can be presented as.

0

 Xi = Xi , i = 1
Xi0 = Convsp ∗ (Convtem ∗ Xi ), i = 2

 0
Xi = Convsp ∗ (Convtem ∗ Hde ([ Xi , Xi0−1 ])), i = 3, 4

(1)

where Convsp indicates the spatial convolution layers, Convtem indicates the temporal
convolution layers, Hde ([•]) indicates densely connection layers. In the component, the dif-
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ferent fragments adopt different convolution kernel sizes. Namely, the X1 initial fragment
receptive field is 1 ∗ 1, namely, the size is 1 ∗ 1 of the convolution kernel, and the other
fragment receptive fields are 3 ∗ 3. Then, aggregating information for each fragment and
one of them can be expressed as f 1 . Finally, the aggregated motion information of the t
frame sequence is obtained by a simple concatenation strategy.
X0 = [ MP( X10 ); MP( X20 ); MP( X30 ); MP( X40 )]

(2)

where MP(•) indicates max pooling layer. X10 indicates the input videos (including image,
optical and sequence frames), Xi0 , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 indicates different sequence frames.
In other words, the MFEA module we designed can not only effectively capture the
interactivity between continuous actions in the video but also avoids the lack of information
caused by the information flow in the transmission process, which leads to inaccurate
recognition. Moreover, the obtained output feature information involves spatial-temporal
representations capturing different temporal ranges. It is superior to the local temporal
representations obtained by using a single local convolution neural network approach.
3.2. Squeeze-and-Excitation Hierarchical Disentanglement (SEHD) Module
In the component, we coupled a hierarchical disentanglement module with motion
excitation by sharing the squeeze-and-excitation block [17,22] and embedding layer of
multi-head attention. This component enables both information encoders to extract the
motion detail information between RGB images and dynamic optical flows. Moreover,
this feature learning and disentanglement process are conducive to capturing intra- and
external co-occurrence information from different modality image data (RGB and optical
flows) and further enhances the interaction of neighbourhood motion frames.
Sharing the Squeeze-and-Excitation Layer
In sharing the squeeze-and-excitation (SE) layer, different channels capture different
motion information. Some channels (channels) are mainly used to obtain static information
related to the motion scene, that is, to model the motion scene, while most of the channels
are used to explore the dynamic information between consecutive action frames. These twochannel construction methods are mainly to describe the temporal and spatial differences of
the actions in the video. For action recognition based on videos, the SE is beneficial to enable
the Hi-EADN frameworks to discover and then enhance neighbourhood motion-sensitive
interactions and reduce the utility of redundant information. The squeeze-and-excitation
block [27] can improve feature information representation by channel interconnection and
increase the sensitivity to information for the recognition frameworks. However, we adopt
global average pooling to squeeze each channel into a single numeric value. Then, to
further utilize the detailed information in the squeeze operation, we conduct a second
excitation operation to completely achieve channel-wise dependencies presented by the
squeeze operation and use this squeezed-and-excitation feature information [27,30] as the
input of a multi-head self-attention block, and reconstruction different scale information,
which the process indicates as.

1


Cι (i, j, c)
∑ H ∑W ∑
 Fsqueeze (ι θ ) =

HWC i=1 j=1 c=1 θ
,
Fexcitation ( f squeeze , W , ) = δ(v (W1 ϕ(W2, f squeeze )))



 F = MHSGA ( F
,
s squeeze ( ι θ ); Fexcitation ( f squeeze , W )), s ∈ S = {1, 2, 3, 4}
Att

(3)

where MHSGA(; ) indicates the dual self-guided attention module, where δ(·), ϕ(·) and
v (·) indicate the ReLU activation function. s indicates the multi-scale features of the SE
and the backbone networks of DenseNet. H, W, C indicate the height, width and channels.
Fexcitation indicates the feature information of the channel excitation layer, Fsqueeze indicates
the feature information of the channel squeeze layer.
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The dual self-guided attention module (SA) is a module that calculates the response
as a weighted sum of the features at all positions. The main idea of multi-head selfguided attention is to help convolutions capture long-range, full-level interconnections
throughout the image domain. The SEHD module implemented with an SA and SE
multi-scale hierarchical module can help determine images with small details connected
with fine details in different areas of the image and frames at each position. Then, the
SEHD module can further improve the interaction of neighbourhood frames or successive
action sequences.
3.3. Hierarchical Integration Strategy
As illustrated in the hierarchical representation of Figure 1, our designed hierarchical
representation learning (HR) module is coupled with multiple frame excitation aggregation
(MFEA) by sharing squeeze-and-excitation hierarchical disentanglement (SEHD). This
module enables both encoders to extract the common class attributes between motion
frame sequences and successive actions. At the same time, this hierarchical representation
process implicitly assists in separating intra- and cross-modality characteristics from successive motion frames and improves the quality of human recognition. The representation
processing is defined as follows.
(

FTotal = FC ( FMFEA
FSEHD =

L

Conv(∑Sµ=1

FSEHD )
µ

FAtt ), µ ∈ S = {1, 2, 3, 4}

(4)

u indicates
where Conv(·) indicates that the kernel size is 1 ∗ 1 of convolution layers. FAtt
the multi-scale feature information of dual self-guided attention layers, u and s indicate
the size of the scale. FMFEA indicates the fusion feature information of the MFEA, FSEHD
indicates the fusion feature information of the SEHD. ⊕ indicates a function concatenation.
The hierarchical representation module further strengthens the interaction between
successive actions, describes actions from different levels, and strengthens the characterization ability of the features. At the same time, different levels of information can
form a complementary relationship, highlighting the differences between different actions
between classes or within classes.

3.4. Reconstruction of the Loss Function
In the future, we plan to capture the best multi-scale feature information and improve
the performance of our proposed Hi-EAD action recognition based on videos. We employ
multiple losses in all network layers during training, namely, the reconstruction (the
process of multiscale features) loss and multi-classification cross-entropy loss, where the
cross-entropy loss ς ce , where ς ce is useful to penalize the difference between the network
output labels of the original sample labels. However, for the reconstruction loss function
ς rec , our primary strategy is to integrate a pair of cross-modality information by swapping
the human action of two streams with the same id and same frames, where the stream
includes image and optical flow. Formally, this cross-modality reconstruction loss function
is indicated as follows
ς recim = Exi

i
im,o f vτimg,o f ( xim,o f )

[k xim − κ (τ2 , a2s , a2im )k]

where ς recim indicates the reconstruction loss of image flows. Exi

i
im,o f vτimg,o f ( xim,o f )

(5)
indicates

the encoder information of the image and optical flows. xim indicates the input information
of image flows. κ (τ2 , a2s , a2im ) indicates the process information of the cross-modality. as
and aim indicate the encoders multiscale features of optical and image flows.
The interactor learns how to conduct interaction and correlation of the same or similar
human actions of the same successive frames from the cross-modality reconstruction loss
function. To be clear, we only give the loss function for one image modality as ς recim . Thus,
the reconstruction loss of optical flow ς reco f can be obtained by changing the parameters.
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To improve the interaction quality, we proposed multiple additional reconstruction
losses to capture the multi-scale information. In addition to the loss function of reconstructing images and optical flow [20,25] of different modalities, we apply multi-head
self-guided attention to refine the feature map. This multi-modality reconstruction loss
function plays a key role in regularization in the multi-scale refined feature map. Moreover,
this loss includes both assumptions that relativity with short and opposite information
should be preserved during the cross-modality reconstruction process and that interaction
details and dependencies should be maintained during the same modality reconstruction
process. Thus, the overall loss function for reconstruction is indicated as
ς rec = α1 ς recim + α2 ς reco f + α3 ς recd f + α4 ς recms

(6)

where α j , j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} indicates the importance factor of this reconstruction loss. ς recms
indicates the refined reconstruction loss function of multiple scales. ς recd f indicates the
reconstruction loss of the cross-modality information stream. In addition, the ς recd f are
formulated as
ς recd f = Exi

i
im,o f vτimg,o f ( xim,o f )

s
[k aim
− aso f k1 ] + Exi

i
im,o f vτimg,o f ( xim,o f )

s
[k ãim
− ãso f k1 ]

(7)

s and e
where e
aim
aso f indicate the reconstruction feature information by cross-modality encoders of image and optical flows, respectively. k • k1 indicates the operation of a normal form.
Multiclass cross-entropy loss: Given a set of training feature vectors with the class label
f i , Υi , we use the multi-class, cross-entropy loss [10,19,31] for human action recognition
learning

ς ce = E f ∈ F,Υ∈Υ [−log( p(Υ | f ))]

(8)

where p(Υ | f ) indicates the predicted probability of the feature vector f belonging to the
classes Υ. E f ∈ F,Υ∈Υ [•] indicates the encoding process of the action recognition based
on videos.
To further enhance the interaction of the action with neighbouring successive frames
and improve the description ability of different levels of structural information, the spatialtemporal information with neighbourhoods is aggregated and efficiently enlarges the
modelling of short-long ranges. The total loss function is indicated as
ς Total = λrec ς rec + λmce ς ce

(9)

where λrec and λmce indicate the importance factor of this loss; meanwhile, we train the
proposed Hi-EAD framework by the total loss in an end-to-end manner and conduct
iterative optimization.
In summary, our proposed Hi-EAD framework based on video action recognition
first uses MFEA to perform static and dynamic modelling of continuous action frames to
strengthen the interaction between action frames. At the same time, the SEHD module
is used to achieve information complementation between different levels of features,
strengthen the differences between different action features, refine the feature map by a
multiscale dual self-guided attention layer to reduce the use of redundant information, and
achieve effective channel and position information of each action in videos and build the
best dependency relationship of different frames or successive actions, which improves the
accuracy of action recognition. The MFEA and SEHD process of our proposed Hi-EAD
framework for action recognition base on videos as follow Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: The recognition process of the proposed Hi-EAD framework for action
based on videos
,
Input:the input feature sequence of MFEA module is Xi ,where Xi ∈ R N ∗T ∗ H ∗W ∗C ;
,
the input features information of SEHD module is Xit ,where t ∈ T, Xit ∈ R H ∗W ∗C ;
the scale and sequence size is S and T, C, = 14 C, and C indicates channels.
for i=1,l=1 to S and L do
Calculate the initial layers output X 0 of the MFEA module by Equations (1) and
(2),where i = {1, 2, 3, 4} is the scale size of different features map, The final
output features information is FMFEA in the l th ;
However, the output features information of SEHD module is FSEHD according
to Equation (3) ;
The total output information is definitions FTotal by Equation (4) ;
Calculate achieve the best features map by SA ;
Optimization the action recognition framework by our designed reconstruction
loss function ς Total , the loss are shown in Equation (9) ;
end
output:output optimization recognition results of videos action ;
4. Experimental Results and Related Discussion
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed Hi-EADN methods
for action recognition in videos by extensive experiments and then give a detailed analysis
of the recognition results.
4.1. Dataset Preparation
UCF-101,ref-24: The dataset included 101 categories of human actions with 13,320
videos and mainly included camera operation, appearance changes, posture changes, object
ratio changes, background changes, fiber changes.
HMDB-51,ref-25: The dataset contained 51 classes with 6776 videos of human action,
where each category contained at least 101 clips. Similar to UCF101, it mainly included
smiling, smoking, waving, hugging, dribbling.
We considered that there were instances of the number of classes and actions between
the UCF-101 and HMDB-51 datasets and the difference in dynamic background and camera
movement. Moreover, to ensure the consistency of subsequent experiments, we randomly
divided these two data sets into three parts: training, testing and validation, and the
proportion of each part was 40%, 40% and 20% respectively.
4.2. Training Parameters and Environments Configuration
Environments configuration: All the experiments in the paper were performed on
torch version 1.7.1+cu110 and torch vision 0.8.2 with four NVIDIA RTX 3080 GPUs, where
Python version 3.6.10 was employed. In addition, deep learning libraries such as NumPy,
pandas, TensorFlow-GPU 1.4.0 and Keras 2.1.5 were used in our experiments.
Training parameters: For training, we uniformly divided a sample video into N = 3
video clips and randomly extracted T frames from each video clip by a sparse smoothing
strategy. No emphasis was placed on T = 4 or T = 8 in our follow-up experiments.
However, for the spatial-stream and temporal-stream networks, we took the input of
a single RGB frame and optical flow stacks, respectively, where the optical flow was
computed by the TVL1 optical flow algorithm [15].
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We utilized 2D DenseNet-169 as the backbone, and for different branches, we used
different modules as embeddings, namely, integrate the multiple modules we proposed
into DenseNet-169. The Adam optimization algorithm was used to train and an adaptive
learning rate in our proposed frameworks, where the initial learning rate was 0.001 and
other hyperparameters such as β 1 = 0.9 and β 2 = 0.995. The batch size was set to 16, the
number of units in the fully connected FC layers (hierarchical representations are shown in
Figure 1) was 1024, and each self-attention guided layer contained a head size of 3. The
epochs and dropout size were 1000 and 0.25, respectively.
4.3. Evaluation Metrics and Baseline Methods
Evaluation metrics: To verify the feasibility and correctness of the proposed Hi − EAD
framework, we adopted the Top-1 and Top-5 (accuracy) as the evaluation metrics to
evaluate different action recognition models’ performance.
Baseline methods: We compared the proposed Hi − EAD to multiple state-of-the-art
human action recognition approaches:
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

GD-RN [10]. The frameworks integrated Gaussian mixture and dilated convolution
residual network (GD-RN), and using Resnet-101 achieved the multi-scale feature,
then conducted the recognition of action based on videos.
T3D-ConvNet [11]. An end-to-end Two-stream convNet fusion networks. The frameworks can recognize actions based on videos and capture multiple features of action.
SENet [9]. The methods utilize fully connected layers and SE blocks to produce
modulation weights from original features and apply the obtained weights to rescale
the features to improve the recognition accuracy;
TS-ConvNet [12]. The method is a two-stream ConvNet architecture that incorporates
spatial and temporal networks. This demonstrates that a ConvNet trained on multiframe dense optical flow can achieve better performance with little training data.
CNN+LSTM [13]. The approaches employ a recurrent neural network that uses long
short-term memory (LSTM) cells connected to the underlying CNN’s output and then
achieve recognition of human action in videos.
BCA [14]. Concatenates the output of multiple attention units applied in parallel
via attention clusters (BACs) and introduces a shifting operation to capture more
diverse signals.
ISPA [15]. The methods are referred to as interaction-aware spatiotemporal pyramid
attention networks. It can learn the correlation of local features at neighbouring
spatial positions.
ST Multiplier [16]. This method uses a general ConvNet architecture for video action
recognition based on the multiplicative interaction of spacetime features. The appearance and motion pathways of a two-stream architecture are combined by motion
gating and trained end-to-end.

4.4. Experimental Results and Analysis
4.4.1. Comparison with Other State-of-the-Art Methods
In this section, to prove that our proposed Hi-EAD model can more effectively capture
the differences of different actions in this video and can also better extract the correlation
of neighbouring frames with the same video sequence or segment, we provide detailed
experimental results and a comparison of our results with other state-of-the-art human
action recognition methods. Table 1 gives the experimental results of the different human
action recognition methods on the UCF-101 and HMDB-51 baseline datasets.
However, to show that our proposed model has good convergence and robustness,
we give the loss curves of all recognition frameworks in Figure 2.
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Table 1. The experimental results of different recognition methods. “Hi − EAD ( T = 8)” indicates
our proposed model. The black value indicates the best recognition result.
Model-Data
GDRN
T3D-ConvNet
SENet
TS-ConvNet
CNN+LSTM
BCA
ISPA
ST Multiplier
Hi-EAD (T = 8)

UCF-101
Top-1(%)

Top-5(%)

68.49
67.92
66.63
59.91
47.21
59.01
54.85
65.37
71.97

91.45
88.51
87.12
80.88
71.89
80.46
75.83
84.5
93.5

HMDB-51
Top-1(%)
Top-5(%)
49.8
47.16
42.73
41.98
33.78
39.01
35.83
39.64
58.78

72.95
71.33
68.83
67.11
58.41
63.34
59.42
65.72
76.96

Figure 2. The loss of different recognition frameworks, where epochs indicates the number of
iterations and loss indicates the loss function.

The following conclusions can be attained according to the experimental results
presented in Table 1 and Figure 2.
(1) For the UCF-101 and HMDB-51 baseline datasets, our proposed Hi-EAD human
action recognition framework achieved the optimal performance. For instance, the top-5
of the Hi − EAD model was higher than that of GDRN by 2.05% and 4.01%, respectively,
on the UCF-101 and HMDB-51 datasets; simultaneously, the loss value was in the lowest
state. The experimental results indicated that our proposed Hi-EAD could better capture
the correlation of the action between the frames. In addition, the high-order semantic
information of the action and frame sequence was distinctly formulated and combined
with the low-order important detail information by multiple frame excitation aggregates
(MFEA) and the squeeze-and-excitation hierarchical disentanglement (SEHD) module.
Moreover, the multiscale and hierarchical structure information were aggregated through
this module, which could facilitate human action recognition.
(2) For all the experimental results on the UCF-101 and HMDB-51 baseline datasets,
the end-to-end models containing ‘ConvNet’ and ‘SE’ components outperformed the other
methods in terms of the Top-5 and Top-1 on human action recognition. For instance, the
action recognition Top-1 of the BCA and CNN+LSTM models was smaller than that of the
T3D-ConvNet by 8.91% and 20.71% on the UCF-101 datasets. The main reason is that the
‘ConvNet’ and ‘SE’ components could effectively excavate the depth feature formation of
the action image. Moreover, the interaction between the human action of neighbour frame
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sequences was strengthened. This finding demonstrated the superiority of the ‘ConvNet’
and ‘SE’ components on human action recognition.
4.4.2. Discussion of the Component
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed Hi-EAD framework of
multiple frame excitation aggregates (MFEA), squeeze-and-excitation hierarchical disentanglement (SEHD), multi-head self-attention guided and other components, we provided
and analyzed the experimental results for each component on the UCF-101 and HMDB-51
benchmark datasets in the human action recognition task. The experiment results are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The experimental results of different components. ‘No −’ indicates that this structure
is not included in the models, ‘Hi − EAD ( T = 8)’ indicates our proposed human action frameworks, ‘SA’ indicates multi-head self-attention guided layers, and ‘SE’ indicates the block of
squeeze-and-excitation.
Model-Data

UCF-101
Top-1(%)
Top-5(%)

HMDB-51
Top-1(%)
Top-5(%)

MFEA
SEHD

57.37
58.91

76.9
77.27

40.16
40.38

58.08
59.53

DenseNet(201)
DenseNet(121)
DenseNet(161)

60.06
62.47
64.75

78.57
81.26
83.39

42.91
43.44
43.65

61.57
63.27
66.19

Hi-EAD (No-MFEA)
Hi-EAD (No-SEHD)
Hi-EAD (No-SE)
Hi-EAD (No-SA)
Hi-EAD (T = 16)
Hi-EAD (T = 4)
Hi-EAD (T = 8)

68.75
68.97
69.97
70.28
70.65
71.11
71.97

84.64
84.93
85.54
86.21
87.44
90.70
93.5

44.55
48.98
50.75
55.81
56.16
56.42
58.78

66.49
66.5
72.01
73.53
74.01
75.33
76.96

The following conclusions can be obtained considering the experimental results in
Table 2.
(1) In terms of the DenseNet module, DenseNet(161) achieved better performance
than those of the other DenseNet models in terms of human action recognition, with 83.39%
and 66.19% (Top-5) values on the two baseline datasets.
We can also clearly observe that the SEHD component outperformed MFEA by 0.37%
and 1.45% (top-5), respectively. We found that both squeeze-and-excitation and multi-head
self-attention guided layers were successfully implemented and worked well enough in
our backbone networks (DenseNet-169). These observations were compatible with our
assumption that multi-head self-guided attention layers were useful in capturing structural
information of action 0 and the long-distance dependence of dynamic frame sequences.
(2) For the integration component of Hi-EAD, the Hi − EAD (No-SA) and Hi −
EAD ( No − SE) models outperformed the Hi − EAD ( No − MFEA) and Hi − EAD ( No −
SEHD ) on the UCF-101 and HMDB-51 datasets. The recognition performance indicated
that the integration representation from multiple components was more important than
the single structural embedding. The main reason is that the integration module (our
proposed framework) could build interaction and complementary information via different
components and could reduce the use of irrelevant, redundant information.
(3) We can find that for the shallower model, using backbone of DenseNet(169) showed
better performance compared to the more complex ones. The Hi-EAD action recognition
models exhibited different performances when we changed the frame sequence of T, such
as T = 4 or T = 16. Compared to the model without the multi-head self-guided attention (Hi − EAD ( No − SA)) and squeeze-and-excitation (Hi-EAD (No-SE)) technique, the
framework with the two modules (Hi-EAD (T = 16)) achieved a higher performance; how-
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ever, this human action recognition framework still exhibited a competitive performance
compared to that of the other state-of-the-art methods. The main reason is that hierarchical
multiscale and multi-frame aggregation could effectively obtain the deep semantic and
detailed information of human action by aggregating and transferring neighbour frame
information. Moreover, the interaction between the adjacent action was used to strengthen
the dependence between the action and frames. In addition, this information flow was
gradually refined through multi-head self-guided attention, a series of components, thereby
reducing the use of redundant information.
4.4.3. Analysis Interaction of Hierarchical and Cross-Modal Information
To further prove the effectiveness of hierarchical feature extraction and cross-modal
interaction strategies, we present a series of detailed experiments, and the experimental
results are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. The interaction results of hierarchical and cross modal information.
Model-Data

UCF-101
Top-1(%)
Top-5(%)

HMDB-51
Top-1(%)
Top-5(%)

Hi-EAD (No-CMI)
Hi-EAD (No-Hi)
Hi-EAD(No-HR)

65.2
66.6
67.18

88.36
89.66
90.96

48.23
49.38
51.15

68.89
70.63
72.39

Hi-EAD(MLP+FC)
Hi-EAD (Conv1+GAP+FC)
Hi-EAD(T=8)

69.64
70.7
71.97

91.14
92.73
93.5

53.13
55.75
58.78

73.66
74.26
76.96

In Table 3, ‘Hi-EAD (No-CMI)’ indicates the model without cross-modal interaction
information. ‘Hi-EAD (No-Hi)’ indicates the model without the operation of hierarchical
feature extraction. That is, we only used ordinary multiple branch stream processing of
these action recognition frameworks. ‘Hi-EAD(No-HR)’ indicates the networks without
the component of hierarchical representation. ‘Hi − EAD ( MLP + FC )’ indicates that we
use the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), and fully connected layers replace the hierarchical
representation layer and multi-head self-guided attention layers. ‘Hi − EAD (Conv1 +
GAP + FC )’ means that we used a convolutional layer with a convolution kernel of 1 ∗ 1,
global average pooling and a fully connected layer to replace the layered presentation layer
and multi-head self-guided attention mechanism.
We can draw the following relevant conclusions via Table 3.
(1) In terms of the HMDB-51 datasets (Top-5(%)), the Hi-EAD(No-HR) methods
outperformed the Hi − EAD ( No − CMI ) and Hi − EAD ( No − Hi ) by 3.5% and 1.73%,
respectively. The main reason is that cross-modal interaction could establish an effective
dependency relationship between different information flows, strengthen the information
interaction between different frames, reduce the difference in information flow between
different actions, and improve the complementarity between them. The hierarchical feature
extraction mechanism could capture different feature information levels and describe
human actions from different perspectives. This also further proved the effectiveness of the
hierarchical feature extraction and cross-modal interaction mechanism used in this article.
(2) From the results of Hi − EAD (Conv1 + GAP + FC ) and Hi − EAD ( MLP + FC ),
we can clearly observe that Hi-EAD (Conv1+FC) was better than Hi-EAD (MLP+FC) on the
UCF-101 and HMDB-51 baseline datasets. The main reason is that the 1 ∗ 1 convolutional
layer and global average pooling layer effectively refined the feature information and
further integrated different feature information streams.
4.5. Ablation Study and Discussion
This section provides an ablation study on the influence of different numbers of
training samples, SE blocks, and SA blocks. At the same time, frame sequences of different
lengths and related visualization results are included.
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4.5.1. The number of Training Samples
The performance of the two human action recognition models under different settings
for training with different numbers of training samples is shown in Figure 3. In the
experiment, we considered four training settings, that is, 1%, 10%, 20%, and 30% of the
number of training samples.

Figure 3. The experimental results of different human action recognition frameworks on different
training samples, where ‘ResNet-50’ indicates the backbone and the networks are ResNet-50.

According to the experimental results shown in Figure 3, the backbone networks
of DenseNet-169 (our proposed model) achieved a better performance of human action
recognition on the UCF-101 and HMDB-51 baseline datasets. This finding suggesteed
that the multi-scale feature extractor and reuse played a more important role. Specifically,
this technique could assist the multiscale DenseNet-169 to aggregate the neighbourhood
information and produce the optimal representation for the important detail information.
In contrast, as the number of training samples increased, the performance gradually
increased on all baseline datasets and recognition models. The highest performance
corresponded to the Hi-EAD when using 1% of the training samples, and the Top-1 was
21.71%, corresponding to an improvement of 4.76% for the Hi-EAD(ResNet-50) methods
on one UCF-101 dataset. These experimental results showed that our proposed action
recognition framework of Hi-EAD was more effective when using small-scale datasets.
4.5.2. The Number Size of SE and SA Blocks
This section discusses the performance of the different numbers for SE and SA blocks.
Experimental verification was performed on the HMDB-51 dataset, and the results are
shown in following Figures.
We can see that according to the experimental results in Figure 4, as the number of SE
and SA blocks increased, the performance gradually increased on the UCF-101 baseline
datasets. These experimental results further suggested the superiority of the embedding
representation of SE blocks and multi-head self-guided attention technique in capturing
and aggregating the important detail semantic information of the action from neighbour
frame sequences.
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Figure 4. The experimental results of the different numbers for SE and SA blocks, where SE =
1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and SA = {1, 2, 3, 4} indicate the embedding number of SE and SA blocks. However,
SE = 8 and SA = 4 were used in our proposed Hi-EAD frameworks.

4.5.3. Visual Demonstration of Hi-EAD
In this section, we provide detailed visual results of our proposed Hi-EAD frameworks,
where the results are illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The visual results of the proposed Hi-EAD model. Where (a) indicates the initial RGB
image. (b,c) indicate a middle feature map of the action. (d) indicates the feature map via multi-head
self-guided attention.

The class activation map indicates the discriminative image regions used by the
proposed Hi-EAD frameworks to identify an action. From the results, we can see that the
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main focus was on the action, and there was comparably less attention to other aspects of the
image. Since the idea with SA was to learn the entire picture, the network started learning
every single detail around the action, and the final decision on action recognition was made
based on the aggregation of action and the environment. From qualitative results, we can
conclude that the network’s ability to identify the action region increased. All of these
results proved that our trained model could focus on important and meaningful actions.
4.6. Effectiveness of the Loss Function
To verify the effectiveness of the designed loss function, we use the UCF-101 and
HMDB-51 baseline datasets. Figure 6 shows the experimental results.

Figure 6. The experimental results of different loss functions. loss1 indicates the multiclass crossentropy loss ς ce ; loss2 indicates the reconstruction loss ς rec ; losstotal indicates the overall loss ς Total .

According to Figure 6, the performance of the model using the total loss outperformed
the model using the binary cross-entropy and multiclass cross-entropy loss, specifically
on the UCF-101 datasets. In addition, in the figure, we can also clearly observe that when
using two-class and multi-class cross-entropy to optimize the training process, the error
was large; that is, the performance of this method in video action recognition was limited,
and the difference between consecutive frames or actions weakened the ability to interact.
This finding proved the effectiveness of the designed loss function.
5. Conclusions
We propose a hierarchical excitation aggregation and disentanglement network (HiEAD) to realize action cognition in video. The framework can effectively capture the
possible relation between action and frames through multiple frame excitation aggregation
(MFEA) and a feature squeeze-and-excitation hierarchical disentanglement (SEHD) module.
The experimental results show that our proposed Hi-EAD frameworks of action recognition
based on videos outperform the other traditional approaches based on CNNs on the UCF101 and HMDB-51 published baseline datasets. Moreover, the effectiveness and reliability
of our proposed Hi-EAD framework is verified for action recognition tasks based on videos.
Future research will aim to improve the network structure and enhance feature information extraction. Specifically, we aim to design a simple and efficient semantic framework
to accurately extract the feature information. Network structure: Design a more robust
graph structure or use graph attention networks to reduce the loss of information flow
passing between the nodes and layers. External feature information: Design an effective feature extraction network, such as by improving the DensNet structure, such as embedding
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hierarchical squeeze-and-excitation and self-attention, and retain the most discriminative
detail information of different actions or frames.
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